
Community Council Meeting 14 [2.16.16] 

 

Present: Nick Garber, Fiona Mohamed, Douglas Adams, Myles Kamisher-Koch, Tim Parsons, Emma 

Bliska, Ethan Brady, Dan Adamek, Solon Coburn, Tiff Chang, Ilana Gratch, Katy Smith Abbott, Clair 

Beltran, Charles Rainey, Anna Jacobsen, Brandon Baird, Jessica Morales, Cheryl Mullins, Reshma 

Gogineni, Brenda Ellis (proxy for Theresa Hinman), Madeleine Raber, Adrian Leong, Chi Chi Chang 

 

Announcements: 

 

Durga has Boblinks tonight. Mimi graduated. 

 

On the security camera poll, the results for I generally support cameras were-- agree: 9 don’t: 5 

Request for formal recommendation: yes: 9 no: 3 other: 2 

 

We will vote on it as soon as we have it but there has been a senior senator survey 

 

RG: We emailed the senior class and put a poll and mentioned they would only be retroactive and in 

dining halls and asked for comments. 48% yes, 52% no 156 participants. That’s about ¼ of the class. 

Comments were all over the place as well. A lot of good reasons for both sides. A lot of people felt 

location wouldn’t be that helpful anyway as more people take bags in and that maybe concern of theft 

isn’t an issue going forward 

 

MR: The comments were pretty wide ranging but racial profiling was a concern. There were also 

anecdotal responses of having things stolen: not only about money but also about how far behind you end 

up in academics when things are stolen. Anonymously, it seems pretty neck and neck. The important 

takeaway I got was that it’s about information—if cameras are installed that students know how they will 

be used. In the comments people were getting confused. 

 

KSA: How would you feel about me sharing your information with Michael? 

 

RG: Yeah, its totally anonymous. Not all the comments are applicable.  

 

TC: Thank you for getting us that information. 

 

SC: Can we get those sent to us so we can review them? 

 

MR will forward to Tiff 

 

TC: Fiona is leading a new member search for 8
th
 student member. We will come back to student stress 

solution with survey and document for the working group. We may be having a JusTalks like session in 

the future. We will meet this Friday to see what their vision and ours is. I would love to hear any thoughts 

on that. There are a lot of guests here—I want to make sure we get to everything that guests want to 

discuss. We are going to talk about staff living wage but is there anyone here who wanted to bring 

something else up? 



 

KSA: We have a semester commitment to ending on time, but we also understand that guest and members 

may have to leave earlier than that.  

 

TC: The rest of the meeting is a presentation from Cheryl Mullins from HR and Q&A and then new 

recommendation from a member on trustees and transparency and other recommendations to present  

 

KSA: Cheryl and I met last week to talk about CC interest in Staff living wage and the reality of living in 

Addison County. Dan and others have already done good work on this front. Cheryl is going to give us a 

presentation on how things work at Middlebury and we’ll have time for Q&A. 

 

CM: The handout that just went around had some vocab words. Many of you are probably not that 

familiar with the way compensation works at large businesses so I thought some information would be 

helpful so you can refer to it while I’m talking. I also wanted to mention that if you’re interested in 

looking at detail about the staff compensation website, it’s all on our website: wages, policy, benefits, etc.  

 

I wanted to talk about compensation in general for staff. The most important thing to understand is that no 

system is perfect. I’ve been in HR for 30 years and worked in several large industries and I can tell you 

that none are perfect and in every one we struggle with the same issues here. What you need to do is 

design a system that most closely aligns with your philosophy. There is no right system—there are some 

wrong ones, there are laws about it. Nearly all large organizations will have a formal structure. There are 

not that many different kinds out there. Most of them have ranges, as ours does. In some organization, 

there isn’t a range and everyone in the same job makes the same amount of money. In every system, you 

end up with a finite amount of resources and a lot of things you’re trying to do with them. You need to 

understand that when you’re pushing resources toward one problem, you’re thinning them toward another 

problem. Salary variation in most systems is expected, depending on experience, education, market. It is 

what happens here. Finally, the most important thing is you can’t just look at base compensation—you 

have to look at total compensation and I’m going to get into that. 

 

We’ll start with cash compensation and how we do that here. First, the system we have started in 2005 

from a committee with staff representatives. There was a lot of focus also on understanding priorities—

what do we want this system to do? The main objectives were to come up with a program that would be 

nimble, able to quickly adapt to whatever is going on because Middlebury changes a lot and quickly. We 

wanted a system that would support career progression—we wanted it to be clear whether another job 

would be considered a step up for employees. We wanted to offer competitive salaries to new hires to 

bring good people here. We also wanted to recognize good performance of employees already here. It was 

very important that we were looking at internal equity—fairness in relation to others here with similar 

jobs and external equity—in comparison with people on the outside. We wanted something clear and 

understandable. We wanted to be transparent.  

 

The foundation of this system is job descriptions because HR doesn’t know what everyone does. The way 

employees tell us about their duties and education is through job description. In the original process, 

everyone was asked to update job description. They were sent to a central location and sorted into piles, 

which became groups or bands. The four bands are administrator, manager, specialist and operations. 



Administrative are for people focused on strategic direction of institution. Management jobs are managing 

people or department/large function. Specialists are individual contributors applying highly skilled 

technical knowledge. They tend to be individual contributors but can also manage small groups of people. 

They spend most of their time applying their knowledge. Operations are people who provide support. 

This is the largest band we have.  

 

The next process was to further sort within each category. We looked through the individual jobs to put 

them in smaller subsections based on scope of responsibility, complexity, autonomy, leadership, and 

training/education/background. Not all managers are the same, not all operators are the same, etc. Once 

every job was sorted to band and level, we selected benchmark jobs from each. Benchmark jobs are jobs 

we can get good market information for. If you have a strange combination, it’s not a good market job. 

We wanted to get every single multiple person job. We solicit information through surveys and the 

market varies depending on the job. The easiest way to think is where are you finding applicants? We’re 

talking about entry-level jobs—we’re usually pulling them from Addison County. If we’re talking about a 

higher level, it might be regional. If administrative, we might be looking nationally. The next question is 

is the job across industry or just in higher ed. We get the information and use it to come up with what our 

target is. What do we think is the right amount as the target salary for that group of jobs? Then we create 

a range, which is a mathematical calculation. You can think of the range as the bounds. If it’s in the range, 

it’s in bound for that category.  

 

Once we had the ranges established, we looked at every single employee and how their salary compared 

to the range. If they fell within, we said good. If below, we moved it up. If above, we did nothing. Most 

organizations would. When something changes, there’s a mini version of this. If someone creates a new 

job or there’s a change, we go through the same process. We figure out what band they are in and then 

look at the range.  

 

Then there are practices that need to be managed. These are things like starting pay and the annual 

increase part. The way annual increase works is the board makes a determination about the salary pool. 

They ask for information about what’s going on, including what are our resources and what other needs 

are there: like upkeep and student financial aid. How much of our money goes to salary increase? Once 

that is established, my work picks up. Now I have 1000 employees or so who are eligible for annual 

increase and the question is how to divvy up the money. We have a matrix for things like performance, 

where you are in the range, etc. We also spend a lot of money on promotions and reclassifications—if 

someone moves and takes on responsibility, we look at their job again to see if they should be paid more.  

 

When you’re looking at compensation, you also want to think about other kinds. There are shift 

differentials, holiday premium pay, stipends, on call pay. We spend a lot of time in HR managing and 

doing maintenance on structure. We’re constantly going back out and looking at the market. We adjust 

the whole structure. We look for compression issues—are there issues where newer employees are getting 

paid close to what seasoned folks are paid? We are always on the lookout for bias and market pressures.  

 

What does this all mean? I know you are interested in employees at the lower end. I thought we might 

look at the operations band and see what information I can provide to help you understand. There are four 

levels: 1-4. One is the lowest. Ops 1 band and level has few employees: 26 out of 368 in ops. This 26 is 



benefits eligible—folks here about half time on an ongoing basis. This is your most basic, entry-level job. 

We’re talking about a GED for education and no previous experience. The work is very supervised and 

routine, generally physical: laundry helper, kitchen utilities, parking lot attendant. Not really the type of 

job you expect people to stay in and they don’t. They quickly get promoted. The average wage for those 

26 people is $13.50 an hour. The average in Ops 2 with 121 people is $15.26. Ops 3 with 160 people is 

$20.09. Ops 4 with 61 people is $27 an hour. We took a look at the employees making the least in Ops 1: 

9 employees making less than $11 an hour. They had an average of 1.8 years here, mostly very young, 

most of them had a little previous experience—step up form places like Shaws, Dunkin Donuts, gas 

station. We don’t expect people to stay here a long time in these positions, we have had people who have 

and the average salary is $13.50. 

 

I want to shift to total compensation: The employee benefits that get factored in: medical, dental, vision, 

etc. heavily subsidized. Rich contribution to retirement plan. We have life insurance, short term and long 

term disability paid by the college. We have pay time off—brand new employees get 26 days off plus 

Thanksgiving and break. If you’re thinking about individuals not in this kind of environment, they lose a 

whole day’s pay when they need a day off. We have 6 weeks of paid parental leave for moms and dads. 

That is not required. We have rich tuition and continuing education benefits so that people interested in 

moving on have benefits for the skills they want to go along.  

 

Very quickly, you want to keep in mind that when you add benefits, I took the average of the lowest paid 

employees and then calculated per hour value of these benefits and we’re very quickly moving people up 

to $17.85 an hour with medical, dental, vision, retirement. This is cash out of pocket we’re paying. If 

someone weren’t working here, they would have to paying that out. It’s really important to look at that 

total compensation aspect. 

 

Q&A 

 

AJ: How do you assign part time? How do you decide what can be done by multiple people? 

 

CM: There are a number of areas, mostly dining, where you need flexibility. During breakfast you need a 

lot of people and then lag and lunch etc. Part time employees tend to be there. Just because someone is 

part time, doesn’t mean they couldn’t be full time. A lot of people want it. We have to look at business 

needs. It’s a lot more expensive to have a full time employee.  

 

AJ: You’re offering different benefits? 

 

CM: For the most part, a benefit eligible employee is someone halftime or more on a regular basis. 

 

AJ: you don’t offer benefits to every part time worker. The ones that you do ,what is the difference? 

 

CM: Retirement contributions are a percentage of your pay. Life insurance and disability are also factors 

of pay. Medical, dental, vision there is no relationship to work 

 



SC: I have a part time and full time open and applicants aren’t really cross over. Some people want to be 

part time 

 

AJ: How are hours assigned? Do employees know? 

 

CM: The majority of our employees have a set shift. Certain employees are assigned to different shifts, 

but it’s regular. Public safety has to be open, the heating plant has to be running. We try to do as few 

rotations as possible.  

 

AJ: When offered the job, employees know their schedule? 

 

CM: Yes 

 

KSA: Most of time when employees apply, they know their shift 

 

CM: There are differential shifts. If you take the off shift you might make more money  

 

TP: They are very clear about extra shifts or being on call 

 

DLJA: I’m looking at the lower end of the spectrum—what happens when you go out in the community 

and find out the wages aren’t living wages?  

 

CM: We look at the MIT living wage calculator and keep an eye on it. Around Thanksgiving it said living 

wage here is $10.96 an hour so we’re really good. 

 

DLJA: A lot of people say that index isn’t enough. I was just looking at Vermont Legislature’s fiscal 

office and minimum wage increases for 2014—for rural and urban settings. In rural settings, the basic 

needs budget with no cushioning for a single person was $15.42 an hour. I was wondering about a 

roundabout estimate of employees below that number. 

 

CM: In Ops 1 about half, in Ops 2 if someone met bare minimum it would be $12.07 but most start 

higher, some below $15 but mostly not 

 

EVB: MIT said $10.96 an hour for single employee, but most working here people probably aren’t single 

and this seems about average for Ops 1. 

 

CM: No, it’s not. We have few people making below that. The people who are probably just graduated 

form high school. This is probably their first job and not a lot of them have a family 

 

DLJA: Just because someone is out of high school or doesn’t have a family, does that mean they aren’t 

entitled to live in away where they aren’t struggling? I feel like it should be comprehensive. 

 

CM: We feel like it is. It depends whose calculator you want to look at. 

 



DA: The calculator is done for single people. 

 

CM: Most people in an entry level are not living alone. You’ve got to expect that will take awhile 

 

CR: I have a question in terms of high school students. If they are college bound, is there a tuition 

discount upon being accepted? 

 

CM: To get into Middlebury, you go through the same process. There is not a discount per say but 

Middlebury meets full financial need so they would look at that. Remember, if they came here as a high 

school student and wanted a career in accounting etc. we have a rich plan where we’ll pay for employees 

to take classes. 

 

CR: I ask because I know some schools did a similar thing where high school students went through the 

process as employees and were given tuition discounts 

 

CM: The complication is this is a very selective school. The same question comes up with employees’ 

children. Ww have a benefit to help them but most employees’ children are not getting in here.  

 

KSA: Tuition benefit available to all staff and faculty who have worked here is very generous 

 

AJ: You talked about jobs changing a lot. I was wondering—I’m assuming not very many workers here 

have contracts and aren’t unionized, so I was wondering how you retain workers whose jobs are being 

changed and how you involved them in decisions and let them know? 

 

CM: Middlebury is the employer of choice in Addison County. We don’t really recruit people to work for 

us. We don’t have a hard time. We are very careful about not doing things that disadvantage employees. 

When something changes, for example a few weeks ago I asked someone to make a switch, we would 

come up with a job and go through the process. If we move someone, we don’t cut their pay. Sometimes 

people ask to go to a lower level and then we cut pay but we do not move people to lower pay. If we have 

to change a shift, we give a lot of advance notice. 

 

SC: There is a lot of stability and consistency here. I have worked a lot of places where pay gets cut or 

you’re told you’re not needed but you’re guaranteed your hours here  

 

EVB: I was wondering more on the distribution of the kind of positions available in operations versus 

administration. Where the number of jobs is growing and what that looks like?  

 

CM: I don’t have that with me. I have some information on promotions. In one year we had 95 benefits 

eligible staff promoted. 

 

EVB: I’m more wondering about creation of positions in different bands 

 

CM: The total number has grown. The ratio I don’t know 

 



CC: I was wondering what obstacles you found with this system? 

 

CM: The biggest challenge for me as an administrator is we have employees who stay a very long time. It 

is a challenge to balance if you have two people doing the same job for different periods of time and the 

one who has been here longer has been making more: is that fair? There are so many different definitions 

of what’s fair. In some ways it’s fair that same job gets the same pay but it’s also fair to reward people 

who have been loyal. It’s also fair to think about people who are just starting out or working really hard. 

There’s no way to balance all of those to make everyone happy.  

 

CR: A lot of my constituents have voiced their concerns about the tiers in work students do for work-

study. The base pay goes up by tier and over time. How are those set up and how do you decide? Why 

does the tier salary reset when you shift jobs? 

 

CM: I don’t have the answer. I’m not involved in student wages. I can find out and report 

 

BE: I lead the compensation group in the staff council. I’m happy to come back or talk now. 

 

KSA: I’m tempted to say go for it but in the interest of time, it would be great if you came back to another 

meeting.  

 

Ethan’s recommendation 

 

EB: This is a working recommendation. I was reading the Williams paper and they had a story about an 

event with trustees. I wrote this-- it’s by no means final but I wanted to get your reactions. I also plan to 

reach out to the president or her assistants to have a conversation about this. At the same time, it would be 

helpful to gauge general thoughts here.  

 

TC: We only have four minutes left so I think the best use of time is to write down questions we have and 

bring that information in next time. Voice them and we’ll write them down. 

 

CB: Aren’t there already students who go to these meetings?  

 

IG: It’s a student constituent position so you’re not there for executive session and don’t get all the 

materials. This is the first time the SGA president was automatically selected.  

 

KSA: Before that there weren’t students. It’s two years old. 

 

TC: There are also students on the investigative committee 

 

TP: Can we see the new structure? The college is the largest part of what you correctly called the 

corporation but how are we also going to give a voice to the students of language school or Monterey? 

 

DA: Are you planning to also take this to student government? 

 



EB: I can 

 

KSA: Other questions? We do have young alums on the board—I can find out if those are positions or 

just keeping an eye out.  

 

IG: Are there other schools that publish minutes from trustee meetings? 

 

EB: I can look into that.  

 

TC: if anyone want to help Ethan, let him and me know.  

 

KSA: If you have other follow up questions to staff living wage, send those to Tiff and me 

 

DA: if you want to read the HR website about staff wages, it has an enormous amount of information.  

 


